ABSTRACT Accurately recognizing the rare activities from sensor network-based smart homes for monitoring the elderly person is a challenging task. Activity recognition datasets are generally imbalanced, meaning certain activities occur more frequently than others. Not incorporating this class imbalance results in an evaluation that may lead to disastrous consequences for elderly persons. To overcome this problem, we evaluate two resampling methods using Over-sampling (OS) and Under-sampling (US). Then, these methods were combined with the discriminative classifiers named support vector machines (SVM) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). experimental results carried out on multiple real-world smart home datasets demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal. Besides, a comparison with some state-of-the-art techniques based on Conditional Random Field (CRF) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM), we demonstrate that the US-SVM and OS-LDA are able to surpass HMM, CRF, SVM, LDA, OS-SVM and US-LDA. However, OS-LDA is the most effective method in terms of recognition of activities.
INTRODUCTION
Recognition of activities of daily living (ADL) is one of the most important tasks in pervasive computing applications [1] [2] [3] [4] . A research in human activity recognition, aimed to identify the physical activity such as cooking, brushing, dressing, bathing and so on, performed by human with real-time response.
Accurately recognizing the rare activities from sensor network-based smart homes for monitoring the elderly person is a challenging task. From the inference system perspective, one distinguishes two main streams of approaches for ADL recognition task in home setting. The first one advocates a knowledge-driven approach where the relationship between sensor features and activities follows a descriptive approach, for example, using ontology where activities are recognized through their linking to constraints on sensor events [5, 6] . The second stream promotes a data-driven approach relying on machine learning and data mining techniques [7] to infer the underlying task where either supervised or unsupervised learning strategies are employed. In this way, as for any pattern recognition task, the keys to successful activity recognition are first to appropriately design a feature extraction strategy from the sensory data and, second, to design a suitable classifier that infers the user's activity and provides an interpretation of the observed sensor patterns. The latter commonly requires data labeling either for machine learning or evaluation purposes. For this purpose, annotation of data for classification task can be performed in many different ways, for example, use of cameras [8] , self-reporting approaches, monitoring the diary activity [2] , among others. Several classification algorithms have been employed for ADL recognition tasks [1] [2] [3] [4] , for example, Hiddenmarkov model (HMM) [2, 9] , Conditional random fields (CRFs) [10] , Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [11] , Sparse representation [12] , Bayes approach [8] , Neural network [13] , Support vector machine [14] and its soft-margin multiclass SVM extension [15] . In ADL recognition task, the primary acknowledged limitation of classifier algorithms is the class imbalance problem [16] . This is due to the fact that sampling dataset is not evenly distributed among various classes, because of insufficient coverage of some classes, referred to as minority class (es) with respect to other majority (or dominant) class (es), which makes the classifier overwhelmed by the majority class (es) and ignores the minority class examples. For instance, in daily activity tasks, sleeping is generally done only once a day, while toileting is done several times a day. Consequently, any automated learning system may have difficulties in learning the concept related to the minority class (toileting). This trivially can result in a degradation of the performance of the automated activity classification algorithm (s).
In recent years, there have been many attempts to deal with the class imbalance problem [16] [17] [18] . Traditionally, research on this topic has mainly focused on a number of solutions both at the data and algorithmic levels. At the data level, solutions include many different forms of resampling such as OS (new samples are created for the minority class) and US (samples are eliminated for the majority class). At the algorithmic level, solutions include adjusting the costs associated with misclassification so as to improve performance [18] .
Our objective is to avoid the overfitting caused by imbalanced class samples in order to perform automatic recognition of activities in a smart home. We evaluate two resampling methods at the data level: the OS and the US. These new schemes for activity recognition field are attractive as the only change is to the training data rather than to the algorithm itself. Then, these methods were combined with the Support Vector Machines (SVM) [19, 20] and LDA [21] . We used these discriminative methods for their simplicity-model and good performance with a fast prediction speed. HMM and CRF [2] , are used as baseline methods. They have recently gained popularity in recognition activity field [1, 2] . Section 2 describes the notations used in this work, and the proposed approach using OS, US, SVM and LDA methods. Then, Section 3 presents the test setup and discusses the results acquired through a series of experiments using three different datasets. Finally, Section 4 concludes by summarizing our findings.
DISCRIMINATIVEMETHODS FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

Notation
Our goal is to recognize ADL from sensor readings in a house [2] . The time space is discretized with intervals of a constant length Dt. We denote a sensor reading as x t i , indicating whether sensor i fired at least once between time t and time t +Dt, with x t i ∈{ } 0 1
, . In a house with n sensors installed, we define a binary vector
. An activity at time slice t is denoted by y t with y N t ∈{ } 1, , … . The activity instances stored in the dataset have variable duration, every activity instance can be divided into a number of pieces, each of size Dt.
Proposed approach for activity recognition
Our approach combines the OS technique/US technique with the SVM/LDA classifier is shown in Fig.1 . In the training phase, we perform the necessary pre-processing on the activity data represented in a feature space. On the pre-processed data, we need only to correct the class imbalance using the pre-classification named OS or US method. The balanced data is then used to learn the SVM classifier or used by the LDA classifier. It will then be used to process a new observation during the testing phase where the associated ADL class will be predicted.
Handling the class imbalance problem
Two data pre-processing non-heuristic methods can be used to balance in the number of samples in order to achieve abalanced training set: over sampling minority classes or under sampling majority classes.
Over-sampling:
Oversampling approach increases the number of minority class samples. The simplest approach is random over-sampling, in which examples from the minority class are chosen randomly. Chosen examples are then duplicated from the minority class to the original set and added to the data training. All examples from the minority andmajority classes are kept, that means no information is lost, see figure 2.
Under-sampling (US):
Under-sampling is an efficient method for class imbalance learning. This method uses a subset of the majority class to train the classifier. Since many majority class examples are ignored, the training set becomes more balanced and the training process becomes faster. The most common pre-processing technique is random majority under-sampling (RUS). In RUS, instances of the majority class are randomly discarded from the dataset, see figure 3. The appropriate SVM classifier is selected by thekernel function K(.,.) and the regularization parameters Cusing only training set, which maximizes the cross-validation rate in thespace of search. The kernel function can be of various types [20] . For the present study, the Gaussian kernel was selected due to its reported effectiveness in activity recognition [4] .We define the formulation of Whose decision boundary is a hyperplane and translates to nonlinear boundaries in the original space and m sv is the number of support vectors x R i n ∈ . In this study, a software package LIBSVM [22] was used to implement the N multiclass classifier algorithms. We used the one-versus-one 
The classification rule as given in eqn (8) .
The classification rule for LDA method requires a training phase, meaning the computation of the discriminant functions and their parameters. The new data x can be classified simply by solving the appropriate discriminant function for each class C i and applying the classification rule (eqn(8)).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we first give a description of the datasets and provide details of our experimental setup and then we present and discuss the results.
Datasets
For the experiments, we use an openly accessible datasets [23] gathered from a wireless sensor network with a single occupant. Data are collected using binary sensors such as reed switches to measure open-close states of doors and cupboards; pressure mats to measure sitting on a couch or lying in bed; float sensors to measure the toilet being flushed. Times at which no activity is annotated are referred to as 'Idle'. The data were collected by a Base-Station and labeled using a wireless Bluetooth headset combined with speech recognition software or handwritten activity diary. An overview of activities that were annotated, including the number of instances in the dataset, is shown in Table 1 . Annotation Bluetoothheadset Bluetoothheadset Handwrittendiary
Setup and performance measures
In these datasets, the sensor readings are divided in data segments of length Dt = 60 s. This time slice duration is long enough to be discriminative and short enough to provide high accuracy labeling results. We separate the data into a test and training set using a 'leave one day out cross validation' strategy. In this strategy, one full day of sensor readings is used for testing and the remaining days (l -1) are used for training; this is repeated l times, with different training sets of size (l -1) and report the average performance measure.
Sensors outputs are binary and represented in a feature space which is used by the model to recognize the activities performed.We do not use the 'Raw' sensor data representation as observations; instead we use the concatenation of 'Change point' and 'Last' representations which have been shown to give much better results in activity recognition [2] . The raw sensor representation gives a 1 when the sensor is firing and a 0 otherwise. The 'change point' representation gives a 1 when the sensor reading changes. While the last sensor representation continues to assign a 1 to the last sensor that changed state until a new sensor changes state.
Performance metrics
As the activity instances were highly imbalanced between classes. We evaluate the performance of our models using the F-measure. We are dealing with a multi-classclassification problem and therefore define the notions of true positive (TP), false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) for each class separately.With imbalanced data distribution, the overall accuracy metric at (9) is not relevant any more. These measures are calculated as follows: 
Results
We compared the performance of the HMM, CRF, SVM, OS-SVM, US-SVM, LDA, OS-LDA and US-LDA methods on the imbalanced datasets in which majority classes that occur less frequently typically have a longer duration and therefore take up more time(e.g. 'Idle', 'Leaving', 'Sleeping' and 'Relax'), while others are the minority classes.In our experiments, the SVM hyper-parameters (s, C) have been optimized in the range (0.1-2) and (0.1-1000). The parameters that yielded the highest class accuracy of leave-one-day-out cross validation technique were chosen during the training process. The best pair parameters (s opt , C opt ) = (1.7, 5), (1, 10) and (2, 1) are used for the datasets TK26M, TK28M and TK57M, respectively. The overall performance of our approach on different datasets in terms of Recall, Precision, F-measure, and accuracy obtained with the concatenation of the 'Change point+Last' representation during the testing phase is summarized in Table 3 . This table shows that, both the US-SVM and OS-LDA methods perform better in terms of F-measure, while SVM perform better in terms of accuracy for all datasets because this method is affected by the majority activities.
Table3: Accuracy (Acc.), Recall, Precision (Prec.) and F-measure (F-Meas.) results for all classifiers.
Bold values are the best values for different criteria. In order to find out which activities are relatively harder to be recognized, we report in Figs 4 and 5 the classification results in terms of accuracy measure for each activity with SVM, US-SVM, LDA and OS-LDA methods for TK26M and TK57M datasets. In Fig. 4 , for the US-SVM, the minority activities 'Toileting', 'Showering' and the kitchen activities 'Breakfast', 'Dinner', 'Drink', are significantly better detected comparatively with SVM. OS-LDA gave better results for the kitchen activities. The majority activities are better for all methods while the 'Idle' activity is more accurate for SVM compared to other methods.We can see in Fig.5 that the minority activities ('Eating', 'Showering', 'Shaving', 'Medication' and the kitchen activities ('Breakfast', 'Lunch', 'Snack' and 'Drink')) are better recognized with US-SVM comparatively to SVM method. OS-LDA has improved the classification of minority activities ('Brush teeth', 'Dressing', all kitchen activities, 'Relax') compared to LDA method.
Datasets Methods
It can beseen that the 'Medication', 'Snack' and 'Drink' activities with 16, 24 and 34 instances, respectively, have not been recognized at all with the SVM method. Finally, we note that most confusion obtained with these recognition methods takes place in the kitchen activities. They perform worst and are in general hard to recognize. 
Discussion
In this section, we explain the difference in terms of performance between different recognition methods. Our results give us early experimental evidence that LDA outperforms SVM for classifying the activities. SVM is more sensitive than the LDA on imbalanced data because the constraint in (eqn(1)) imposes equal total influence (i.e. C) from the positive and negative support vectors. This would cause the separating hyperplane to be skewed toward the minority class. This affects the SVM classifier performances and favorites the classification of majority activities ('Idle', 'Leaving', 'Sleeping' and 'Relax').
The resampling methods : OS and US overcome the class imbalance problem for SVM and LDA classifiers for all databases with OS-LDA is slightly higher than US-SVM in terms of activity recognition. It has been shown that US-SVM outperforms US-LDA because SVM fits better on the balanced training set with little data as opposed to LDA perform worst. US method has a negative effect on the classification performance of LDA. The reason is due to the low number of samples is not sufficient for estimating the parameters of normal distribution across multiple classes. OS-LDA outperforms OS-SVM because SVM method is sensitive to overfitting due to duplication samples of the training set with the OS algorithm. Therefore, the over-sampling is more suited to LDA classification method.
The recognition of the kitchen activities as 'Breakfast' 'Dinner' and 'Drink' is lower compared to the others activities for all methods. The kitchen activities are food-related tasks, they are worst recognized because most of the instances of these activities were performed in the same location (kitchen) using the same set of sensors. For example, 'Toileting' and 'Showering' are more separable because they are in two different rooms, which make the information from the door sensors enough to separate the two activities. Therefore the location of sensors strongly influences recognition performance.
CONCLUSIONS
Our experiments showed very impressive results using OS-LDA and US-SVM pattern recognition methods to improve prediction accuracy for imbalanced human activity datasets. Also, we showed that the OS-LDA is better than the other classifiers to classify multiclass sensory data. It is found that SVM is more sensitive to overfitting on a dominant class. We observed also that differences in the layout of houses can greatly affect the performance in activity recognition. Finally, it would be valuable to compare this approach with the combination OS/US with HMM/CRF classification methods.
